Trip
EVERYONE THINKS THAT THEY’RE
PREPARED FOR A ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE, but are you really ready
to outrun the undead? Watching
participants in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania’s recent Run for
Your Lives, a zombie-infested 5K
obstacle course race, it’s obvious
that it takes some mad skills to
make it, including speed, strategy
and the cruel willingness to sacrifice others.
The brainchild of Ryan Hogan
and Derrick Smith, who originally
planned the flag football-style
contest as a way to promote
Hogan’s athletic apparel line,
Run for Your Lives has spread like
a virus to cities across the U.S.
and Canada. Future races will be
held throughout the year in Ohio,
California, Florida, Texas and
numerous other locations across
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UNDEAD
AHEAD
the country. Participants pay for
the opportunity to be racers, spectators and (especially) zombies,
whose only goal is to stop the
living from reaching the finish line
by grabbing their dangling flags.
Around Pittsburgh, the region
that spawned George Romero’s
Night of the Living Dead, you’d
expect runners to be well prepared
for any zombie eventuality. But
ghouls that rise out of mud pits,
hide behind trees and who are
(in many cases) faster than the

runners, make survival difficult.
Obstacles including mile-high hills,
an electrified fence over a mud pit
and a massive downhill slip-n-slide
make it even more challenging.
“That first hill was the worst
thing I’ve ever done,” said Beki
Blackson of the optimistically
named Team Awesome, which
included Bert Blackson, Sierra
Blackson and Mike Ricci from
Warren, Ohio. “We did the Warrior
Dash last year and this trumped it
100 times.”

ZOMBIE
A P O C A LY P S E
S U R V I VA L T I P S

• Stay in packs. Solo runners get swarmed.
• Wear good running shoes. Injuries just make you
more appetizing.
• Costumes are great , but zombies don’t care if you’re
cute. Make sure that you can still move.
• Don’t put the flag by your crotch unless you’re
looking for a good time.
• Watch the women! Sweet-looking zombies are
still savage.
• Pace yourself. Pumping hearts taste better.
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Games
Ahoy!

THE RUN FOR YOUR LIVES 5K
RACE WILL TEST YOUR ZOMBIE
APOCALYPSE SURVIVAL SKILLS.

Sierra and Mike survived; Beki
and Bert did not. “I thought I’d be
safe by keeping the flags in front
near my crotch, but that strategy
didn’t work,” Beki laughed. “In
some countries, I’d have to be
married for someone to touch
the places that I got grabbed.”
Ethan Marshall of Center Hall
and Matthew Raup of State
College, chose to run in business
suits, perhaps because the 90°F
race day temp wasn’t challenging
enough. Their strategy, which
included finding a big guy to run
behind that they could then push
into confronting zombies, kept
Ethan alive, but not Matthew.
“Obviously, they love fine dining,”
Matthew said of his demise.
While some runners recommend running directly at the
attacking zombies, others
preferred to sprint past. Other
advice included ninja blocking,
juking and “just running like hell.”
When it was all over, those who
survived — and those who didn’t
— met up for an Apocalypse
Party to celebrate the end of the
race and the end of civilization as
we know it.
FOR MORE:
>I runforyourlives.com

CARNIVAL
CRUISE LINES
DOESN’T WANT
YOU TO TAKE
A FORCED
VACATION
FROM YOUR
FAVE EA TITLES.
LOTS OF US HAVE PLAYED
SUCH ELECTRONIC ARTS (EA)
GAMES AS MADDEN NFL 12, FIFA
12 and NHL 12, but have you ever
scored a breakaway goal while
in the middle of the Caribbean
Ocean? Yes, cruise ships have
come a long way since The Love
Boat. These days, a hefty part of
the $1 billion-plus budget that
goes into these floating cities
focus on new technology and,
lately, video games. As part of
a $500 million update that’s
been dubbed Fun Ship 2.0,
Carnival Cruise Lines recently
partnered with EA to install EA
Sports Bars in many of its ships.
I checked out the first EA
Sports Bar aboard the Carnival
Liberty, which offers seven-night
cruises to ports in the Eastern
and Western Caribbean out of
Miami. (Additional ships will get
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the new video game and sports
bar over the coming years.)
Even if you’re not into gaming, this is the coolest sports
bar you’re going to find on any
cruise ship. There’s a solid wall
comprised of 16 different 46"
HD TVs. These screens can be
connected so that when a big
event such as the Super Bowl is
taking place, which was the case
on my cruise, the entire wall can
be split into two giant screens to
show the game to the 55 people
packed inside. Or multiple satellite feeds of soccer, hockey, college basketball and NBA games
can be shown at the same time
across the wall. The bar also has
two alcoves with separate HD
TVs for individual sports viewing
or Xbox 360 gaming — complete
with surround sound and EA
Sports-themed controllers.
Eric Merz, director of guest
technology at Carnival Cruise
Lines, is one of the men behind
this gaming ingenuity. He’s
worked closely with EA gamemakers and engineers to custom
fit this new bar in each ship,
right down to those interactive,
framed jerseys. “We’ve designed
two gaming zones with
overhead audio and EA Sports
controllers so gamers can play
Xbox 360 in these two perfect
little zones on their own HD TV,”
Merz says. “Or they can ask the
bartender to use the iPad to
bring in a sporting event.”

Each ship comes stocked
with every EA Sports game
available. Each ship integrates
these games into the daily
calendar events on board and
there are EA Sports Challenges,
in which passengers compete
against each other on Xbox 360
at specific times at the bar, as
well as EA Sports Trivia games.
Points are awarded at each
event for the top three players
and, at the end of the cruise, the
winner receives an EA Sports
bag, T-shirt and a voucher for a
free game.
The entire program runs
through an iPad, which allows
the ship’s activities personnel
to choose any TV and any Xbox
360 for these competitions and
trivia challenges. There’s also
a 24/7 live sports ticker that
runs on the other side of the
bar opposite the big TV wall
that provides live score updates
from the sports world. And each
bar has a framed jersey of an
EA Sports cover athlete from
big franchises, complemented
by a video loop of that athlete
performing in that game.
Although each cruise is
packed with activities, including three to four port stops (I
highly recommend the Eastern
Caribbean itinerary), this gaming haven is perfect for those
long days at sea (at least two
on a typical seven-night cruise).
And the cool EA Sports prize
pack offers the perfect incentive
to keep your fingers busy during
vacation.

iPhone
Upgrades
THINK INSTAGRAM IS WHERE IT’S AT? Here
are three cool optical add-ons for perfect pics.
— David E. Williams

iPro Lenses
If your iPhone is all
the camera you want
to carry, the pros at
Schneider offer this
custom case and two
high-quality glass
lenses (wide-angle and
fisheye) to help you get
just the right shot. $199
>I iprolens.com

iPhone
Lens Dial
The retro-style Lens Dial offers three opticalquality glass lenses (wide-angle, fisheye
and telephoto) mounted in a slim aluminum
jacket. To switch lenses, just rotate the disc.
$249
>I photojojo.com/store

iPhone
SLR Mount
Photojojo came up with this phone case and
lens adapter for the iPhone 4|4s, allowing
you to use Canon and Nikon DSLR lenses for
better depth of field, zoom and manual focus.
$249
>I photojojo.com/store
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